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BLOODAXE BOOKS LTD, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 138 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Jack Mapanje was imprisoned without trial or charge by
Malawi s dictator Hastings Banda for nearly four years, chronicling his prison experiences with
dogged wit in his previous books. In Greetings from Grandpa - his sixth collection - Mapanje is still
effervescent, with his wry humour defiantly intact. Some treacherous African tyrants may have
been deposed or died horrific deaths, leaving their snoops in exile washing cars to survive - but
these are mere metaphors of another life. The narratives in Greetings from Grandpa are mellow
and cheerful testimonies of the sojourn of the human spirit as it survives freedom under implausible
circumstances, whether at home or in exile. Grandchildren are born, calming the nerves of exile;
dear friends back home die of AIDS, unsettling gentle memories; China and Asia arrive in Africa and
nobody raises a finger; greedy bureaucrats syphon billions from accountant general s coffers; but
Africa marches on regardless, stubbornly celebrating life, sometimes in traditional symbols;
sometimes by inventing delightful beef festivals.The collection also includes Mapanje s version of
Kalikalanje, a well-known legend among the Yao speaking...
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ReviewsReviews

Comprehensive information for book fans. It is one of the most amazing book i actually have read. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Yoshiko O kuneva-- Yoshiko O kuneva

This written ebook is fantastic. It is probably the most incredible ebook we have read. Its been written in an extremely basic way in fact it is just following i
finished reading this publication where basically modified me, affect the way i think.
-- Howell Reichel-- Howell Reichel
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